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TIMES HAVE CHANGED 

Old: 

Finding a good paying career was 
the path to adult-life stability 

New: 

Staying in one job is today's recipe 
for career suicide 



THE REJUVINATION MODEL 

Prerequisite – recognizing the 
quiet revolution 

Result – unlocking the potential of 
workforce options 

Step 1 -- 
RETRAIN 

Step 2 -- 
REENGAGE 

Step 3 -- 
RETOOL 



ESTABLISHING PROCESS OF CHANGE 

At the beginning of a career it is nearly 
impossible to find something that is 
right for an individual without trying 
out many options 



BUILDING IN CHANGE 

Later experiences expand both personal 
growth and knowledge 
 
This is gained from changing jobs 
frequently, rather than staying in one job 
for extended periods of time 



REWARDS FROM CHANGE 

Frequent changes of jobs helps build 
adaptable skill sets and tools for work 
 
Also develops a wide network, which is 
the key to being able to find a job 
whenever needed – particularly under 
today’s more challenging economic 
conditions 



CHANGE CREATES STABILITY 

Thus the new way to find a good job – 
the one that creates stability for an 
individual – is to change jobs 
 
This is because the key values in 
employment today are time and 
relationships 



COMMITMENT TO WHOM? 

A career today is not a lifelong 
commitment to one company or 
organization 
 
Job stability means knowing you can get 
yourself work that is fun and 
accommodates your values 



MANAGE CHANCES & CHANGE 

Implement positive attitudes and ideas         
about work and career: 
The most stable people are those who 

can manage to consistently get work they 
enjoy that pays their bills  

Expanded diversity & greater exposure 

Gain attitude adjustment competencies 

Greater education and skill preparation 



MOBILITY IN TEACHING JOBS 

Mobility of educational staff is itself a 
source of innovation 

The principal way for achieving 
promotion and salary increases for a 
university faculty member, is through 
job changes 



MOBILITY AND TEACHING 

Accreditation requirements within the 
U.S. educational system reward 
diversity from greater job experience 

Expanded work diversity – most often 
from mobility – is a positive factor in 
university employment 

Also serves as an example for students 



MOBILITY FOR TEACHING 

The global competitive environment 
has become the latest reason for 
greater mobility by both faculty and 
students 

Expand experience and diversity – a 
positive factor for seeking employment 

Numerous programs are available 
including university consortiums, such 
as the Magellan Exchange 



EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 

Various programs, such as internships 
and study abroad programs, promote 
the idea of change as part of the 
curriculum 

These programs are designed to help 
individuals create a stable life by getting 
them good at changing activities and 
then jobs 



MOBILITY IS EXPECTED 

Students know their career paths will 
involve changes in their employer and place 
of employment 

A person can expect to change their jobs at 
least five to seven times in his or her life 

Successful career change will largely 
depend on the amount of planning and 
preparation 



FLEXIBLE STUDY PATHS 

The majority of U.S. students entering 
universities are “undecided”  

The freshman seminar is part of the 
curriculum at many colleges to expose 
students to various areas of study 

One common “general study” courses 
with many options in “major” fields  

Some students change their “majors” 
several times, and even schools 



STUDENT SELECTED MOBILITY 

Colleges and universities have 
articulation agreements for encouraging 
transfer of credits 

Very common for students to begin at a 
publicly funded junior college, and then  
transfer to larger university or private 
college 

Student mobility is enhanced by tuition 
and location differences 



SUMMARY 

People are less likely to remain at a 
specific company or in a specific career 
out of loyalty 

People are driven to change because of 
the opportunity to develop themselves 
and their careers 

Opportunity for employers to gain 
competitive strength and greater 
innovation 


